Brain tumor target volume determination for radiation treatment planning through automated MRI segmentation.
To assess the effectiveness of two automated magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) segmentation methods in determining the gross tumor volume (GTV) of brain tumors for use in radiation therapy treatment planning. Two automated MRI tumor segmentation methods (supervised k-nearest neighbors [kNN] and automatic knowledge-guided [KG]) were evaluated for their potential as "cyber colleagues." This required an initial determination of the accuracy and variability of radiation oncologists engaged in the manual definition of the GTV in MRI registered with computed tomography images for 11 glioma patients. Three sets of contours were defined for each of these patients by three radiation oncologists. These outlines were compared directly to establish inter- and intraoperator variability among the radiation oncologists. A novel, probabilistic measurement of accuracy was introduced to compare the level of agreement among the automated MRI segmentations. The accuracy was determined by comparing the volumes obtained by the automated segmentation methods with the weighted average volumes prepared by the radiation oncologists. Intra- and inter-operator variability in outlining was found to be an average of 20% +/- 15% and 28% +/- 12%, respectively. Lowest intraoperator variability was found for the physician who spent the most time producing the contours. The average accuracy of the kNN segmentation method was 56% +/- 6% for all 11 cases, whereas that of the KG method was 52% +/- 7% for 7 of the 11 cases when compared with the physician contours. For the areas of the contours where the oncologists were in substantial agreement (i.e., the center of the tumor volume), the accuracy of kNN and KG was 75% and 72%, respectively. The automated segmentation methods were found to be least accurate in outlining at the edges of the tumor volume. The kNN method was able to segment all cases, whereas the KG method was limited to enhancing tumors and gliomas with clear enhancing edges and no cystic formation. Both methods undersegment the tumor volume when compared with the radiation oncologists and performed within the variability of the contouring performed by experienced radiation oncologists based on the same data.